Feature Summary

Interwoven Business Productivity Suite
®

Overview
It’s no surprise that usability has become a key criteria of enterprise software decisions. Businesses recognize they
need to make it easy for employees from all corners of the organization to use and access their ECM system in
order to realize the true value of their investment. As a leading global enterprise content management (ECM)
provider, we have built our Interwoven® 5 Platform to overcome barriers that typically prevent employees from
accessing and using their content management system. Seamlessly integrated into existing applications such as
Word, Interwoven ECM allows users to participate in the content management process using tools and interfaces
they are familiar with.

Enter the Business Productivity Suite
Included in the ECM platform is the Business Productivity Suite—a rich set of user tools designed with the business
contributor in mind. Individually and together, these tools provide simple ways for business users to contribute,
review, edit, mark up, and approve business content. The Business Productivity Suite is comprised of:
•

TeamSite® Front-Office

•

TeamSite Templating

•

Actionable Email

•

VisualAnnotate™

•

VisualPublish

Key features

What it does

VisualAnnotate™

Allows users to quickly review and edit content directly on a Web page
in real time. The annotations which capture the annotation history appear
as transparent "sticky notes" that are stored in a secure and controlled
environment. Also includes a pen for creating free-form shapes.

VisualPublish

Enables users to browse and review Web content in the context of the site.
Features a floating tool bar that allows users to directly check links, edit, assign
changes, or submit modifications, bringing key ECM functionality directly to the
reviewer's fingertips.

TeamSite® Front-Office

Enables contributors to apply content management services to any file without
leaving their favorite desktop application, thereby enhancing, not replacing,
existing productivity tools. The Interwoven® Briefcase takes this one step
further by allowing users to use Microsoft® Explorer functionality to manage
TeamSite content.

TeamSite Templating

Provides a simple user interface that makes it easy for business users to manage
form-based XML data. Includes powerful form navigation, Microsoft Word®-style
formatting, spell check, table support, cut-and-paste, and more.

Actionable Email

Offers actionable, one-click access to all basic tasks of ECM, such as document
review, editing, and even metadata entry. Users can simply click Approve,
Reject, View or Edit to move the content through its approval process directly
from their email client.

TeamSite Front-Office enables business users
to access content management services from
desktop applications such as Microsoft Word.

VisualAnnotate makes content reviews fun and easy.

System requirements
Browser-based client requirements
Interwoven® Business Productivity Suite for TeamSite® 5.5.2 can be accessed via a Web browser on the following platforms:
Microsoft® Windows® 98, US, Japanese, French, German, Simplified Chinese, Korean (no 2nd Edition support for
Chinese or Korean)
Microsoft Windows NT,® 4.0, US, Japanese, French, German, Simplified Chinese, Korean
Microsoft Windows 2000, US, Japanese, French German, Simplified Chinese, Korean
Mac® OS 9.1, English, Japanese
Sun® Solaris™ 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, US

Supported browsers
Netscape® Navigator 4.7x, English, Japanese, French & German
Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.x, English
Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0, English, Japanese, French, German, Korean & Simplified Chinese
Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.1 for Mac OS

Server operating system
Microsoft Windows 2000, US, Japanese, French, German, Korean & Simplified Chinese
Microsoft Windows NT 4.0, US, Japanese
Sun Solaris 2.6, US, Solaris 2.7, US, Japanese PCK (Shift-JIS), Japanese EUC-JP, French ISO-8859-1, German,
German ISO-8859-1 and Solaris 8 (32-bit and 64-bit), US, Japanese PCK (Shift-JIS) , Japanese EUC-J, Simplified
Chinese 'zh', Korean 'ko' (EUC-KR)

What’s included
TeamSite Front-Office
TeamSite Templating
Actionable Email
VisualAnnotate™
VisualPublish
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